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Eva Trammel, plagued by her own insecurities, is drawn into an intense, obssessive relationship with the wealthy and
arrogant Gideon Cross. "Gideon Cross came into my life like lightning in the darkness. He was beautiful and brilliant,
jagged and white-hot. I was drawn to him as I'd never been to anyone in my life. I craved his touch like a drug, even
knowing it would weaken me. I was flawed and damaged, and he opened those cracks in me so easily. Gideon knew. He
had demons of his own. And we would become the mirrors that reflected each other's most private wounds and desires.
The bonds of his love transformed me, even as I prayed that the torment of our pasts didn't tear us apart."--Back cover.
"Gideon dice que soy su ángel, pero él es el milagro de mi vida. Mi guerrero espléndido pero herido, decidido a espantar
mis demonios mientras se niega a enfrentarse a los suyos. Los votos que hemos hecho deberían habernos unido
todavía con más fuerza, pero en lugar de eso han abierto antiguas heridas, han expuesto dolores e inseguridades, y han
atraído a amargos enemigos que se ocultaban en las sombras. Siento que se me escapa, que se aleja de mí. Mis
mayores miedos se hacen realidad, mi amor es sometido a pruebas que no estoy segura de poder soportar, no sé si soy
lo bastante fuerte. En el momento más brillante de nuestras vidas, la oscuridad de su pasado invade y amenaza todo
aquello por lo que hemos trabajado tanto. No enfrentamos a una elección terrible: la cómoda seguridad de las vidas que
teníamos antes de conocernos o la lucha por un futuro que de repente parece un sueño imposible y sin esperanza." Eva
y Gideon se han casado por fin, pero lejos de aportarles placidez y seguridad, el matrimonio abre en Gideon viejas
heridas y los fantasmas de su pasado amenazan la felicidad de ambos. "Me muero yo quiero que llegue yaaaa!! no en
noviembre jajajaja... no queda otra que esperar!! muy buenas las noticias besos!! :)" "Dios mio moriré, estoy impaciente
no puedo esperar más, pero bueno a esperar se ha dicho :)"
Once, I would never have imagined myself here. But I'm settled now. In a place I love, in a home I renovated, spending
time with new friends I adore, and working a job that fulfills me. I am reconciling the past and laying the groundwork for
the future.
#1 USA Today and New York Times bestselling author Maya Banks continues her suspenseful and sizzling Slow Burn
series with this fourth book—a mesmerizingly sexy tale of a strong, brilliant woman who encounters the one man who
makes her lose all control. Eliza Cummings fought free of a monster who terrorized her when she was an innocent
teenager and helped put him away for good. She took a job with Devereaux Security Services and devoted every hour to
taking down the very thing she’d nearly become. No one, not even those closest to her, know her darkest, shameful
secrets. But now the killer has been set free on a legal loophole and it’s only a matter of time before he comes for her.
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Eliza's only choice is to run and lead the monster away from the people she loves. Wade Sterling has always lived by his
own rules, a law unto himself who answers to no one. He’s never professed to be a good man, and he’s definitely not
hero material. Wade never allows anyone close enough to see the man behind the impenetrable mask—but one woman
threatens his carefully leashed control. He took a bullet for her and the result was more than a piece of metal entrenched
in his skin. She was under his skin and nothing he did rid himself of the woman with the courage of a warrior and who
thinks nothing of putting her life before others. But when Wade sees a panicked and haunted Eliza he knows something
is very wrong, because the fool woman has never been afraid of anything. And when she tries to run, the primal beast
barely lurking beneath his deceptively polished façade erupts in a rage. She may not know it, but she belongs to him.
This time, Eliza isn't going to play the protector. She was damn well going to be the protected. And as long as Wade
breathes, no one will ever hurt what is his.
Of all the Fallen, Raze's hungers are some of the darkest and most insatiable. His brazen seductions cost him his wings,
leaving him soulless and immortal, the most dangerous of seducers. He has roamed the earth for eons, hunting the
rogues of his kind and protecting the humans who provide him with blood and sex. He is content with his life and the
transient pleasures that flow through it... until one night and one woman change everything. Kimberly McAdams is smart,
beautiful, and wealthy. She can have any man she wants, but the moment she sets eyes on the lethally stunning Raze
she knows he's the man she needs. As one searingly erotic night burns into something deeper and far more vital than
either of them expected, an adversary from Raze's past sees a chance for revenge. Twisted by hatred, she will take from
Raze what was taken from her--the precious gift of love.
Paige doesn't think she's particularly special, but after getting the starring role in a massive film adaptation of the
bestselling Locked trilogy, the rest of the world would disagree. Now she's thrown into the spotlight, and into a world of
gossip, rumour and deceit. The only people who know what she's going through are her two male co-stars, and they can't
stand the sight of each other. Paige knows it's a mistake to fall in love on the set of a movie, but days of on-screen
romance and intensity start to change her mind. The question is, can she keep what happens behind the scenes a secret
when the world is watching her every move?
An agent of the Crown, Marcus Ashford, the Earl of Westfield, must protect his beautiful former fiance, Lady Hawthorne,
who has in her possession a diary of secrets that many would kill to obtain, while igniting the flame of passion that still
lingers between them. Reprint.
Must forbidden love end in heartbreak? Kayla Sinclair knows she’s in big trouble when she almost bankrupts herself to
buy a life-size portrait of a mysterious eighteenth century man at an auction. Jago Kerswell, innkeeper and smuggler,
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knows there is danger in those stolen moments with Lady Eliza Marcombe, but he’ll take any risk to be with her. Over
two centuries separate Kayla and Jago, but, when Kayla’s jealous fiancé presents her with an ultimatum, and Jago and
Eliza’s affair is tragically discovered, their lives become inextricably linked thanks to a gypsy’s spell. Kayla finds herself
on a quest that could heal the past, but what she cannot foresee is the danger in her own future. Will Kayla find
heartache or happiness? Christina Courtenay won the 2012 Historical Romantic Novel Award for her book Highland
Storms.
Before The Lords of the Underworld, there was Gena Showalter's Atlantis series. Rediscover this mythical world of immortals, magic and dark
seduction… Searching for her missing brother, Grace Carlyle never dreamed she would discover a secret world populated by mythological
monsters—or find herself facing a sword-wielding being whose looks put mortal men to shame. But there he was, Darius en Kragin, one of a
race of shape-shifting warriors bound to guard the gates of Atlantis, and kill all travelers who strayed within its borders. Now Grace's life was
in his hands, and Darius had to choose between his centuries-old vow and the woman who had slipped beneath his defenses and stolen the
heart of Atlantis's fiercest dragon. Look for the rest of Gena Showalter's Atlantis series: The Amazon's Curse, Jewel of Atlantis, The Nymph
King and The Vampire's Bride, available now. Originally published in 2005
Never mix business with pleasure. Never bring politics into the bedroom. In a way I did both when I took Jackson Rutledge as a lover. I can't
say I wasn't warned. Two years later, he was back. Walking into a deal I'd worked hard to close. Under the tutelage of Lei Yeung, one of the
sharpest businesswomen in New York, I had picked up a thing or two since Jax walked away. I wasn't the girl he once knew, but he hadn't
changed. Unlike the last time we'd drifted into each other's lives, I knew exactly what I was dealing with... and how addictive his touch could
be. The inner circle of glamour, sex, and privilege was Jax's playground--but this time, I knew the rules of the game. In the cutthroat business
world, one adage rules all: keep your enemies close and your ex-lovers closer...
The fourth novel in the #1 New York Times and #1 USA Today bestselling Crossfire series. Gideon calls me his angel, but he’s the miracle in
my life. My gorgeous, wounded warrior, so determined to slay my demons while refusing to face his own. The vows we'd exchanged should
have bound us tighter than blood and flesh. Instead they opened old wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and lured bitter enemies out of
the shadows. I felt him slipping from my grasp, my greatest fears becoming my reality, my love tested in ways I wasn’t sure I was strong
enough to bear. At the brightest time in our lives, the darkness of his past encroached and threatened everything we’d worked so hard for.
We faced a terrible choice: the familiar safety of the lives we’d had before each other or the fight for a future that suddenly seemed an
impossible and hopeless dream...
Crossfire 4. Cautivada por tiCaptivated By YouPenguin
Experience the passion of Eva and Gideon—in the first three intensely sensual Crossfire novels by #1 New York Times bestselling author
Sylvia Day—Bared to You, Reflected in You, and Entwined with You. Praise for the Crossfire Series “A steamy read that will have you
furiously flipping pages.”—Glamour “A highly charged story that flows and hits the mark.”—Kirkus Reviews “Erotic romance that should not be
missed.”—Romance Novel News “The steamy sex scenes and intriguing plot twists will have readers clamoring for more.”—Library Journal
Angel Adrian Mitchell tries to convince Lindsay Gibson that she is actually Shadoe, the woman he loves and keeps losing, in a new body,
while dealing with a pack of rogue vampires and a lycan revolt.
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—Yulia —susurra mirándome y sé que siente también esta atracción, esta conexión tan visceral entre nosotros. Quizás tenga todo el poder,
pero, en este momento, es tan vulnerable como yo, atrapado en la misma locura. Obligada a unirse a una agencia secreta de inteligencia a
una edad muy temprana, la espía e intérprete rusa Yulia Tzakova no es ajena a los hombres peligrosos. Pero nunca ha conocido a uno tan
despiadado y cautivador como Lucas Kent. El mercenario de carácter impetuoso la asusta, pero se siente atraída por él, por un hombre al
que no tiene más remedio que traicionar. Lucas Kent es la mano derecha de un poderoso traficante de armas y nunca ha conocido a una
mujer a la que desee tanto como a Yulia. Está obsesionado con esa preciosa rubia, por lo que no se detendrá ante nada para atraparla y
hacerle pagar su traición. Desde las calles gélidas de Moscú hasta la jungla húmeda de Colombia, esta oscura pasión cautivadora los
destruirá o los hará libres. ***** «Una montaña rusa perfecta y oscura de acción sobrecogedora y romance abrasador» —Skye Warren, autora
superventas del New York Times. «Candente, cautivadora y trepidante» —Josie Litton, autora superventas del New York Times. ***** Más de
60 reseñas de 5 estrellas entre todos los libros. Esto es lo que dicen los lectores: · «Intensa, oscura, erótica, magnética, cautivadora,
enigmática, apasionante y muy intrigante». · «…página tras página de anhelo y necesidad, de peligro, de más anhelo, de más peligro. Luego,
culminación erótica, más necesidad. Después, dicha romántica y, de nuevo (¡aaahhh!), ¡MÁS PELIGRO! He disfrutado cada minuto
leyéndola». · «La intensidad entre Yulia y Lucas era electrizante y trágica de la mejor manera posible». · «Anna Zaires ha creado una nueva
obra de arte. Nunca me canso de leer sus relatos. Lucas es otro de sus héroes oscuros, me ha atrapado el corazón desde el principio y esta
trilogía siempre será una de las mejores historias románticas y tenebrosas que he leído». · «…el tipo de colecciones que siempre tendrá un
hueco en mi corazón». Este práctico paquete rebajado contiene los tres libros de la serie Atrápame: Atrápame, Átame y Tómame.
In the Flesh is an evocative and unique fantasy romance from the international Number One bestselling author of the Crossfire series An
infamous beauty. A daring warrior. Two hearts are about to collide . . . For five years, Sapphire has been the King of Sari's most treasured
concubine. Independent at last, she refuses to put herself in anyone's control again. But now another's scheming has led her into the path of
proud, arrogant Wulfric, Crown Prince of the rival kingdom of D'Ashier, a man who is dangerous to her in every way. The daughter of Wulfric's
fiercest opponent, Sapphire is a prized warrior in her own right and highly skilled in the sensual arts - Wulfric's perfect match. A lasting union
is unthinkable, but the bargain they strike - to spend one night together, and then part - proves impossible in the face of a desire powerful
enough to bring two countries to the brink of war, and two hearts to the point of surrender. . . Praise for Sylvia Day: 'A hundred degrees hotter
than anything you've read before' Reveal 'Move over Danielle Steel and Jackie Collins, this is the dawn of a new Day' Amuse
There are sensuous pleasures that can only be tasted in the night . . . He comes to her in the twilight between sleep and consciousness to
fulfill her secret desires. Lyssa Bates has never experienced such ecstasy, brought to her by a man whose deep, soul-penetrating blue eyes
hold the promise of tempting intimacies and decadent pleasures. But this stranger, this lover, this immortal seducer is only a dream—a
phantom of her nocturnal fantasies—until he appears, inexplicably, at her door in the flesh! Lyssa aches for the reality of him, but there is
grave danger in surrender. Because Captain Aidan Cross is on a mission, and the passion that consumes them both, body and soul, could
have dire consequences in a world of dreams . . . and in the waking one as well.
Stacey Daniels has always been attracted to the wrong type of man . . . And she knows in her heart the virile, wounded Viking at her front
doorstep will certainly be no exception. A vision from her most secret erotic fantasies—a glorious god of a man—he excites her with his
tantalizing aura of dangerous sensuality. Stacey knows in the deepest depths of her soul that submission will bring unforeseen peril into her
life, and yet she is helpless to resist him—for he is a master of decadent pleasures and sweet sensuality . . . and all she has ever wished for.
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But loving Conor carries a burden that no mortal woman can bear. Though he finds solace in Stacey's passion and the warmth of her
welcoming body, his true realm is one of darkest dreams, torn by violence and strife, that is now following him into Stacey's world . . . .
Following Naked and All In, in the third part in the Blackstone Affair series Brynne and Ethan find their life together riddled with conflict. Big
surprises are on the horizon for Ethan and Brynne as they struggle to adjust to what life has thrown at them. Demons from the past are
threatening to destroy the passionate bond they’ve forged despite their vow that nothing will ever keep them apart. A truly devastating loss
coupled with the promise of a new hope opens their eyes to what is most important, but is it possible for the lovers to move on from the
painful histories that continue to haunt them? Still lurking in the shadows is a stalker, plotting evil amidst the distraction of the London Olympic
Games. Brynne and Ethan are on the cusp of losing everything as the stakes rise. Will they yield to circumstances beyond their control or will
they give every ounce of fight they have left to save each other and win the ultimate prize of a life together? Eyes Wide Open is a passionwrought story that shows us what pure love can achieve when tested, and what the heart can accomplish, despite danger and adversity.
The instant number one bestseller FROM #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR SYLVIA DAY The final chapter in the global
blockbuster Crossfire quintet Gideon Cross. Falling in love with him was the easiest thing I’ve ever done. It happened instantly. Completely.
Irrevocably. Marrying him was a dream come true. Staying married to him is the fight of my life. Love transforms. Ours is both a refuge from
the storm and the most violent of tempests. Two damaged souls entwined as one. We have bared our deepest, ugliest secrets to one
another. Gideon is the mirror that reflects all my flaws ... and all the beauty I couldn’t see. He has given me everything. Now, I must prove I
can be the rock, the shelter for him that he is for me. Together, we could stand against those who work so viciously to come between us. But
our greatest battle may lie within the very vows that give us strength. Committing to love was only the beginning. Fighting for it will either set
us free ... or break us apart. Heartbreakingly and seductively poignant, One with You is the breathlessly awaited finale to the Crossfire saga,
the searing love story that has captivated millions of readers worldwide.
#1 New York Times Bestselling Author Sylvia Day, America's premier author of provocative fiction delivers the dramatic finale to a series set
within the inner circle of glamour, sex and privilege. Now an original movie from PassionFlix. When it came to playing games, my lover Jax
was a master strategist. He pulled strings behind the closed doors of D.C.'s most powerful political players, and somehow still found time to
nearly sideline my career. What he didn't know was that when I didn't like the rules, I threw them out and made my own. I wasn't going to let
Jax get away with it. I wasn't going to let him get away at all. I loved Jax enough that it was impossible to give up. Jax loved me enough that
giving up was the only end he'd consider. He didn't think I could swim with the sharks. It was entirely my pleasure to show him that I'd already
dived in...
-- THIS MAN People think they have Camille Logan nailed: daddy's girl; beautiful, spoiled young woman with her father's bank balance to
fund her lifestyle. But Camille is determined to have a life free from his strings. Out on her own, she's made mistakes, including one that
found her clawing her way back after a stint in rehab and plenty of bad press. Now, after fighting so hard to be independent and happy, she
finds her life threatened as a result of her father's ruthless business dealings. Caught between resentment and fear, Camille prepares herself
for the measures her father will take to protect her. But nothing could prepare her for the ex-SAS sniper who crashes into her life. Jake Sharp
resides in his own personal hell. He was distracted from duty once before, and the consequences were devastating--both personally and
professionally. He vowed never to let that happen again. Accepting the job of bodyguard to Camille Logan isn't the kind of distraction from his
demons he should take. Women and Jake don't mix well, yet protecting the heiress seems the lesser of two evils. But Jake soon discovers
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that she isn't the woman she's perceived to be. She's warm, compassionate, her presence settling, and his duty to protect her soon goes
deeper than a well-paid job, no matter how hard he fights it. He needs absolution. He comes to need Camille. But he knows he can't have
both.
In a seductive underworld where lycans, angels and vampires vie for supremacy, Elijah Reynolds, the most dominant of the lycans, is forced
into forming alliance with Vashti, the second most powerful vampire in the world, and soon their hatred for each other turns into explosive
passion. Original. 30,000 first printing.
A thief-taker is out to steal the heart of a bluestocking heiress in this sexy Regency romance by the #1 New York Times bestselling author.
London, 1818. There are disadvantages to being an heiress, as Eliza Martin knows well. Fortune hunters corner her, friends become
opportunistic, and lately, someone is engineering "accidents" designed to propel her into marriage. But Eliza is too smart to be bullied. To find
the culprit, she just needs the right man to infiltrate the nest of suitors—and none comes more highly recommended than thief-taker Jasper
Bond. One look at the devastatingly handsome Jasper and Eliza knows he’s the wrong man for the job. No one will believe an intellectual like
her could be matched with a man of action like him. But Jasper is determined to change her mind. The intriguing mystery—and the undeniable
attraction they share—makes this a case he can't resist. For Jasper, client satisfaction is a point of pride. And it's his pleasure to prove he's
just the man Eliza needs. "A flawless blend of captivating characters, clever plotting, and searing sensuality.”—Booklist
A young widow encounters the man who fueled her dreams for years in this erotic Regency romance by the #1 New York Times bestselling
author. Seven years ago, on the eve of her wedding, Lady Jessica Sheffield witnessed a scandalous scene: the young rakehell Alistair
Caulfield giving himself to a very pleased—and paying—lady. Shocked yet titillated, Jessica nevertheless walked down the aisle. Throughout
her serene yet unremarkable marriage, Alistair lived in her illicit fantasies. But now fate has left her a childless widow. Meanwhile, Alistair ran
far from his disreputable life—and the beautiful debutant he could not have. Now a successful shipping merchant, he has little in common with
the man Jessica once knew. But when she steps aboard his ship for a transatlantic passage, seven years' worth of denied pleasures are held
in check by nothing more than a few layers of silk. And as they set sail, they finally surrender to overpowering waves of passion. “The book
that inspired Bared to You.”—Sylvia Day
Continues the saga of Gideon and Eva, whose passionate bond is put to an ultimate test by torments from their respective pasts.
Now in one deluxe collection, the first four novels in the #1 New York Times bestselling Crossfire series. Bared to You He was beautiful and
brilliant, jagged and white-hot. I was drawn to him as I'd never been to anything or anyone in my life. I craved his touch like a drug, even
knowing it would weaken me. I was flawed and damaged, and he opened those cracks in me so easily... Gideon knew. He had demons of his
own. And we would become the mirrors that reflected each other's most private wounds... and desires. The bonds of his love transformed
me, even as I prayed that the torment of our pasts didn't tear us apart... Reflected in You Gideon Cross. As beautiful and flawless on the
outside as he was damaged and tormented on the inside. He was a bright, scorching flame that singed me with the darkest of pleasures. I
couldn’t stay away. I didn’t want to. He was my addiction… my every desire...mine. My past was as violent as his, and I was just as broken.
We’d never work. It was too hard, too painful… except when it was perfect. Those moments when the driving hunger and desperate love were
the most exquisite insanity. We were bound by our need. And our passion would take us beyond our limits to the sweetest, sharpest edge of
obsession... Entwined with You From the moment I first met Gideon Cross, I recognized something in him that I needed. Something I couldn't
resist. I also saw the dangerous and damaged soul inside—so much like my own. I was drawn to it. I needed him as surely as I needed my
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heart to beat. No one knows how much he risked for me. How much I'd been threatened, or just how dark and desperate the shadow of our
pasts would become. Entwined by our secrets, we tried to defy the odds. We made our own rules and surrendered completely to the exquisite
power of possession... Captivated by You Gideon calls me his angel, but he’s the miracle in my life. My gorgeous, wounded warrior, so
determined to slay my demons while refusing to face his own. The vows we’d exchanged should have bound us tighter than blood and flesh.
Instead they opened old wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and lured bitter enemies out of the shadows. I felt him slipping from my
grasp, my greatest fears becoming my reality, my love tested in ways I wasn’t sure I was strong enough to bear. At the brightest time in our
lives, the darkness of his past encroached and threatened everything we’d worked so hard for. We faced a terrible choice: the familiar safety
of the lives we’d had before each other or the fight for a future that suddenly seemed an impossible and hopeless dream...
A TRIO OF FANTASY ROMANCE TALES FROM THE AUTHOR OF THE GLOBAL PHENOMENON CROSSFIRE SERIES, SYLVIA DAY.
PERFECT FOR FANS OF FIFTY SHADES OF GREY Her desire becomes his pleasure . . . Max Westin. Sex incarnate. She could smell it,
feel it with his proximity. Everything about him was a little rough, a little gritty. A primitive creature. Just like she was. He held her hand a little
too long, his thickly-lashed gaze clearly stating his intentions to have her. To tame her. . . "Victoria." Her name, just one word, but spoken with
such possession she could almost feel the collar around her neck. "It's in your nature," he murmured. "The desire to be taken." In this game
of cat and mouse, everything is an illusion but the passion is as real as it gets . . . Praise for Sylvia Day: 'Move over Danielle Steel and Jackie
Collins, this is the dawn of a new Day' Amuse 'A hundred degrees hotter than anything you've read before' Reveal 'Lots of sex and gripping
story lines' The Sun 'They are powerful, sexy and unputdownable' Victoria Loves Books
The latest addictive installment of the year's hottest trilogy from international bestseller, Jodi Ellen Malpas. Jodi took the nation by storm with
Jesse and Ava in her This Man novels. Christian Grey has just found a new wave of admirers in the Fifty Shades of Grey movie. Could there
be a man to match these men? Meet Livy and her mysterious 'M'. Aloof, addictive and intriguing - ever since he offered her 24 hours of
adoration and satisfaction, M has turned Livy's life upside down. It seems they both have secrets - and following their hearts will risk
everything. Passionate, authentic and utterly gripping, this brand new novel will be a must-read for all of Jodi's devoted fans as well as
readers of Sylvia Day, J. Kenner and anyone who needs to escape from the day-to-day with a love affair that will take your breath away.
New York Times bestselling author Sylvain Reynard returns with the fourth installment of the beloved Gabriel's Inferno series. When Gabriel
and Julia Emerson first lay eyes on their newborn daughter, Clare, they realize life as they know it will never be the same. Gabriel has vowed
to be a good father when he suddenly receives an invitation to give a series of lectures in Edinburgh, Scotland--an opportunity of high
prestige—but that would mean leaving his wife and child in Boston. Hesitant to bring it up, he keeps the opportunity from Julia as long as he
can, not knowing she has a secret of her own. When a frightening situation arises that threatens their new family, both parents must make
sacrifices. With the family in danger, the looming question remains: Will Gabriel pursue his lectureship in Edinburgh, leaving Julia and Clare
vulnerable in Boston, or will he abandon the chance of a lifetime in order to ensure his family's safety?
A couple begin a torrid love affair, despite secrets in their past that could threaten to tear them apart, in the first installment of a new erotic
trilogy by the author of Most Wanted series. Original.
The holidays are heating up—with seven wickedly sensual stories guaranteed to spice up those chilly winter nights! A psychology student
goes online hoping to live out her steamiest fantasy—and ends up on a hot mystery date with a wickedly imaginative stud who brings out her
inner pole-dancer. . . A determined lady comes home, burning for her girlhood crush—a sexy lawman who totes a big gun. . . A creative ad
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man's passion is aroused when he sees his buttoned-up coworker in a revealing new light—dressed in sizzling red satin on a giant billboard. . .
A professional dominatrix wishes upon a star, and her fantasy appears—an insatiable alpha male in biker boots who's literally out of this world.
. . A tall, dark, handsome warlock finds himself obsessed with his "familiar"—a sleek and sexy cat-woman who turns out to be the purr-fect
lover. . . She was always hot for big brother's best friend—and now her erotic dream is here in the taut and tempting flesh. . . A pair of fugitive
lovers finds themselves warm and toasty in a sultry Caribbean paradise—and ready for some red-hot fun in the sun. . .

Together For All The Wrong Reasons. . . The Marquess of Grayson never felt a twinge of guilt when he stole the beautiful
Lady Pelham right out from under his best friend's nose. After all, they were well matched in all things--their sensual
appetites, wicked wits, provocative reputations, and their absolute refusal to ruin their marriage of convenience by falling
in love. But then a shocking turn of events sent her roguish husband from her side. Four years later, he has returned a
powerful, irresistible man who is determined to seduce his way into her affections. No, this is not at all the man she
married. But he is the man who might finally steal her heart. . . "Day plays on sensual themes with a lush grace." --RT
Book Reviews
"A sexy contemporary romance novel set in New York City about a love triangle"-Sylvia Day's A Passion for Him - the classic erotic romance, part of the Georgian series - is a tale of heartbreak,
forbidden love and true desire. Miss Amelia Benbridge and the Earl of Ware are the most anticipated match of the
Season. But Amelia's love will always belong to her childhood sweetheart, the gypsy Colin - who tragically died. She
knows she'll never feel such passion again. But when a brooding stranger at a masquerade offers a single, sensual kiss
passions rise and she is determined to unmask her phantom admirer. And though deception lies in this stranger's heart,
her body cannot hold her back . . . Praise for Sylvia Day, bestselling author of the sensational Bared to You and
Reflected in You, first two books in the Crossfire trilogy: 'Move over Danielle Steel and Jackie Collins, this is the dawn of
a new Day' Amuse 'Several shades darker and a hundred degrees hotter than anything you've read before' Reveal
There's nothing more romantic than Valentine's Day...except Sylvia Day. Now in one deluxe box set, the first four novels
in the Crossfire series. The #1 New York Times bestselling author. The #1 worldwide phenomenon. Bared to You He was
beautiful and brilliant, jagged and white-hot. I was drawn to him as I'd never been to anything or anyone in my life. I
craved his touch like a drug, even knowing it would weaken me. I was flawed and damaged, and he opened those cracks
in me so easily... Gideon knew. He had demons of his own. And we would become the mirrors that reflected each other's
most private wounds... and desires. The bonds of his love transformed me, even as I prayed that the torment of our pasts
didn't tear us apart... Reflected in You Gideon Cross. As beautiful and flawless on the outside as he was damaged and
tormented on the inside. He was a bright, scorching flame that singed me with the darkest of pleasures. I couldn't stay
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away. I didn't want to. He was my addiction... my every desire... mine. My past was as violent as his, and I was just as
broken. We'd never work. It was too hard, too painful... except when it was perfect. Those moments when the driving
hunger and desperate love were the most exquisite insanity. We were bound by our need. And our passion would take us
beyond our limits to the sweetest, sharpest edge of obsession... Entwined with You From the moment I first met Gideon
Cross, I recognized something in him that I needed. Something I couldn't resist. I also saw the dangerous and damaged
soul insideso much like my own. I was drawn to it. I needed him as surely as I needed my heart to beat. No one knows
how much he risked for me. How much I'd been threatened, or just how dark and desperate the shadow of our pasts
would become. Entwined by our secrets, we tried to defy the odds. We made our own rules and surrendered completely
to the exquisite power of possession... Captivated by You Gideon calls me his angel, but he's the miracle in my life. My
gorgeous, wounded warrior, so determined to slay my demons while refusing to face his own. The vows we'd exchanged
should have bound us tighter than blood and flesh. Instead they opened old wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and
lured bitter enemies out of the shadows. I felt him slipping from my grasp, my greatest fears becoming my reality, my love
tested in ways I wasn't sure I was strong enough to bear. At the brightest time in our lives, the darkness of his past
encroached and threatened everything we'd worked so hard for. We faced a terrible choice: the familiar safety of the lives
we'd had before each other or the fight for a future that suddenly seemed an impossible and hopeless dream...
SOMETIMES TEMPTATION . . . A hardened mercenary as adept in bed as in battle, Simon Quinn can have any woman
he wants, but he prefers those who know the rules of the game. That way it’s easier to leave them behind . . . CAN’T BE
AVOIDED But Lysette Rousseau is one female he can’t figure out. Beautiful, sensual, seductive, she should be the
perfect match for Simon, yet something about her ties him in knots. Bold and manipulative one time, sweetly innocent the
next, she is an enigma bound to bring trouble . . . impossible to resist. Praise for Sylvia Day and her novels “Bared to
You obliterates the competition . . . unique and unforgettable.” —Joyfully Reviewed “Daringly original, boldly sensual and
brilliantly plotted.” —RT Book Reviews on Don’t Tempt Me “Dangerous liaisons and deceptions are the key ingredients.”
—Booklist on Don’t Tempt Me
"Oh, those naughty rakes. With their wicked winks, sensual smiles, and bad boy habits, you just can't take them out in
polite society. But who wants to go out when you can stay in. . .? Stolen Pleasures Sebastian Blake, Earl of Merrick, long
ago fled the responsibilities of his title to become the infamous pirate, Captain Phoenix. But the booty he's just captured
on a merchant ship is a fierce tempered minx who claims to be a bride. . .his bride, married to him by proxy on behest of
their fathers. He could shame his hated family and return his beautiful wife untouched, but no treasure has ever proved
more tempting to Sebastian, and making their marriage a true one--in every sense--is his one urgent desire . . . Lucien's
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Gamble Lucien Remington's reputation as a debauched libertine who plays by no one's rules--in business or the
bedroom--is well deserved. He gets what he wants, social repudiation be damned. But society can keep from him the one
thing he truly desires, the untouchable Lady Julienne La Coeur. Until she sneaks into his club dressed as a man and
searching for her irresponsible brother. Suddenly she's in Lucien's grasp, his to take, and his mind is filled with the most
wickedly sinful thoughts. A gentleman would walk away from the temptation she presents. But then, Lucien has never
claimed to be a gentleman. . . Her Mad Grace Hugh La Coeur never wanted to be the Earl of Montrose. Wine, women,
and a hefty wager are preferable to responsibility of any kind. It's certainly preferable to spending the night in an eerie,
neglected mansion owned by a legendary madwoman. The duchess's companion, the fiercely independent Charlotte, is
another matter altogether. Hugh would be happy to spend as many nights in her bed as possible. He knows she's hiding
terrible secrets, but for once in his life, Hugh has the desire to take on someone else's burden as his own, no matter what
the danger. . . They're mad, bad, and totally irresistible. . .
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